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Downloading
made legal at
Princeton?
Contract would
allow students
free downloading
privileges | Page 3

Green is the
new color for
maize and blue
Michigan comes in
sixth in High Times

ReachOut needs help for change
By Brent Daggatt
Reporter
lighting for social justice, trying to perpetuate activism on
campus, and lending a hand
throughout the Bowling Green
community are the focuses of
the ReachOut organization.
ReachOut was part of the
University for years, hut due
to the lack of student interest
in the organization, in recent
semesters, it fell by the way
Side, according to advisor Chad

Kohrbacher.
"Our organization is fairly
new this year, and our main
goal is to educate students
on social justice issues,"
Rohrbachei said. "We also have
very engaged students, and it's
pretty exciting to see them create new ideas, and I find what
they do very engaging."
Rohrbacher also elaborated
upon the type of people he
wants for ReachOut.
"We are looking for people
who want to engage in social

justice issues," Roh rbacher said.
i here is ,i lot of opportunity to
get something out of it and help
shape this organization with
new ideas."
Vice President, Chrisfiyumck
also sees the benefits of how
ReachOut has the propensity to
affect students.
"One of our goals is to impact
students to think rather than be
passive," Gyurnek said. "Our
organization is not about being
partisan, it's about presenting
ideas and going from there,"

Besides
posting
flyers
around campus, some of the
members had a drum circle in
front of the Union during the
governor's election and passed
out information on the candidates' positions.
Other issues on the forefront
of ReachOut's mission encompass poverty in Wood County,
nutrition, how credit cards
affect the lower class and higher
education.
Also, Gyurnek said in order
to raise awareness of poverty in

Wood County, the 16-member
group will have the opportunity
to visit area homeless shelters
and soup kitchens.
The aforementioned scenarios are not the only issues needing to be resolved.
"Ithinkthebiggestproblemisa
senseof apathy amongst college
students," said Kevin llartman,
president of ReachOut. "I do not
know if students do not care
about politics or whether they
See REACHOUT | Page 5

poll of weed-friendly
colleges | Page 3

Falcons take a
victory before
the buzzer

Little not charged, Lehman suspended

BG never trailed

Pauken wins
Distinguished
Service award

against Arkansas,

By Alexandria Clark
Reporter

winning 81-72
|Page 6

No rematch in
the cards for
Michigan
OSU will face the
Gators in the big
game in January
| Page 6

Anderson may
have to face
Steelers
His start will depend
on the seriousness of
Frye's injury
| Page 6
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LISTEN UP: Nate Wiedenhofi males an argument at last night's USG meeting Wiedenhoft stood up lor USG President Bernard Little, who 'ailed to follow proper hiring procedures
"I was. and will continue to
be. the first one to admit that
I was in the wrong... and I
wholeheartedly accept the
punishment that is proposed
in this resolution."

Take YOUR

Jererry Let"'

Remember
your ABC's
Abstinence is favored
over AIDS prevention
methods - condoms
don't heal "gaping
wound" writes Lauren
Walter | Page 4

I

By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter
Accusations against Undergraduate

Student Government Speaker Jeremy

own steps to
end racism
361 Ethnic Studies
students explore this
issue and solutions
| Page 4

USG President Bernard Little will not face any penalties for
improperly hiring a new chief administrator

"This is a circus. It's
disgusting."
Natalia ft.-:

"If our senate wants to waste
time talking about internal
affairs issues instead of
the student body, it's their
meeting."
Bernard Little I USG President

Lehman and President Bernard Little
have left Lehman facing disciplinary actions and Little with a clear
record.
During last night's emergency USG
meeting, a heated and chaotic debate
broke out surrounding two proposed
resolutions to discipline Lehman
and little. Lehman was stripped of
his speaker privileges at both last

nights and USG's Jan. 8 meeting. Had

the second resolution passed, Little
would have lost his presidential voice
for a total of three meetings.
Natalia Ramos, at-large senator,
said she was appalled by the meeting, calling it "disgusting" and com-

paring it to a "circus."
"It wasn't professional at all." she
said. "There were loo many misinterpretations of the bylaws and the
constitution.''
last week's meeting, when Chief
Administrator Josie Miller resigned
from her position for next semester
due to her acceptance of an OUt-ofstate internship.
Upon Miller's resignation. Little
immediately appointed Senator Tony
Wagener as the new chief administrator. Lehman then asked if there
were objections, and seeing none,
approved Wagener for the position.
The resolutions suggested Little
did not follow the constitution and
bylaws, which state the chief admin

TANNAKUMMERER.
Senior. Creative Writing
"I've lost about 10
pounds since it left." |
Page 4

TODAY
Scattered flurries
High: 32, Low: 25

TOMORROW
Few snow showers
High: 35. Low: 21

k

The end of the semester brings
frantic assessment of tests and
assignments to try and determine the grade the professors will
submit. I lowever, knowing scores
of graded assignments may not
be as good an indicator of grades
as students may think.
Attendance policies can have
a big influence on a final grade
in any class, but the reasoning
behind having or not having a
policy varies depending on who
you speak with.
"I just care about my students'
academic life very deeply," said
Smeeta Mishra, a professor in the
Journalism Department "I fed as
if it's my responsibility and the
attendance policy is my way of
expressing it"
David Sears, an instructor in the Romance languages
Department, has an attendance

"I think students need practice in
developing their time-management skills, an
opportunity that a mandatory attendance
policy takes away from students."
Peg Yacobucci | Professor in Department of Geoiogy
policy requiring students to be in
class 80 percent of the semester.
The penalty for not doing so is an
T', regardless of assignment and
test grades.
, "Idon'tthinkauniversityshould
be a diploma mill where students
tliink that, because they pay iheir
money, they can do what they
want," Sears said. "Those students
arenl really interested in learning.
They just want a degree to show a
prospective employer."
Bill Bavers, junior, thinks the
policy makes things difficult for
students.
There are times when life hap-

pens. You can't force anybody to
learn," Bavers says.
But pan of that 'life' Ls going to
class according to Katie Twomey.
freshman. But Twomey believes
the decision belongs with the students and not the professors.
"If they're trusting us to live on
our own, they should trust us to
make our own decisions about
class," Twomey says. "It's your
own loss if you don't go to class."
Peg Yacobucci, a professor
in the Department of Geology,
wants her students to learn the
subject matter. However, she
does not implement it in all of her

City council
proposes
annual budget
By Lisa Halvarttadt
City News Editor

classes because she agrees that
students need to make their own
decisions because of the learning
opportunity involved.
"The reason I don't have a
mandatory attendance policy is
because I think college students
are adults capable of making
decisions about their priorities
and responsibilities," Yacobucci
said. "I think students need practice in developing their timemanagement skills, an opportunity that a mandatory attendance
policy takes away from students."
A syllabus search on the BGSU
Web site showed many classes
have a policy in place. However,
most of them drop grades
depending on how many classes
are missed.
This allows the student to prioritize how low of a grade they're
willing to tolerate before going to
class. A class attendance grade

Bowling Green Cily Council saw
dollar signs last night but it was all
pan of an aiuiual routine.
It's budgeting time.
Megan Newlove, council president and head of the finance committee, said the city administrators
put together the proposed budgets
with the help of council each year.
Everyone is in harmony about the
proposed budget, meaning there,
is a great likelihood of it passing.
"Getting the budget passed at
the end of the year is the most significant thing" Newlove said.
But this year there are some new
additions.
Council proposed some special funds to prepare for upcoming major expenditures, at-large
member Robert McOmber said.
Finance
director
Becky
Underwood said her department
worked with council to create new
capital funds.
As a result of these discussions,
the city plans to eventually put
extra money into the following
areas:
• Payroll Stabilization Fund:
Rays for employees who retire and
liave unused sick leave or vacation
time This will also provide money
for an extra week of pay next year.
• Facility Capitalization Fund:
Provides funding for new city

See CLASS | PageS

See BUDGET | PageS

See LITTLE | Page 2

Low class attendance can override good exam scores
By Chandra Niklawski
Reporter

See AWARD | Page 2

The resolutions were written after

How have you
survived without Taco

Bell?

Making the choice to earn $60,000
in the class room rather than making SI60.000 in the court room
paid off for Dr. Patrick Pauken,
associate professor of leadership
and policy studies.
Faculty Senate recently awarded
lauken the Faculty Distingished
Service Award
at
the
1 mli
annual Faculty
Recognition
Dinner.
Pauken
received
this
prestigious award
because of his Patrick
many services he
is part of includ- Pauken
ing
Graduate Won the
Senate,
the prestigious
National Council award at
for Accreditation the Faculty
of
Teacher
Recognition
Education and
Dinner
Faculty Senate.
Pauken said
doing service is key to his career
to not just the University, but in his
everyday life since a child.
"Service is fun," said Pauken.
"Service is not new for me because
I have been invoked in volunteer
groups since I was a kid."
Pauken said he is most invoked
with Faculty Senate and NCATE.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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AWARD
From Page 1

"Wow, NCATE is a very important organization I am part of
because it involves people from
the outside coming in to evaluate
our educational program." said
Pauken.
The organization Involves
people from other Universities to
evaluatethe College of Ixliicatirui,
to make sure its programs are up
to code.
Pauken talks to others about
how the college is structured and
makes sun." the college meets the
regulation to direct the rest of college in the accreditation process.
"I think reviews are good
because you don't want to he out
of date." said Pauken. "We must
be checked from someone on the
outside to see what we could do
differently."
Pauken said doing service in
the University is not a chore but a
joy because he feels it is a ethically
responsibility to give back
"It's my obligation to give hack
to a University that hits gave me
so much in return." said Pauken.
Pauken said it's the people who
makes doing service so much fun

Zickar's nomination as a compliment because Zickar provides
much service to the University
as well.
Pauken was honored to be
nominated and to be considered
a finalist.
But Pauken thought at the
dinner he was just going to be
honored as a finalist because of
the other three prestigious finalists.
"I was up against people who I
looked up to and who were at the
University for 20 plus years," said
Pauken. "I've only been here for
nine years."
Pauken was very excited to he
even mentioned with a group
of people who have been doing
•.cuire lor decades.
Winning this award made
me realize that I am not on the
outside looking in," said Pauken.
"But 1 am on the inside with people who are my inspiration."

for him.
Ellen Williams, professor
of Intervention Services and
former winner of the Faculty
Distinguished Service Award,
said Pauken is very deserving of
this award.

"He is a model for faculty sen:

ate members and for othere to"be
involved in the community," said
Williams.
Williams said Pauken provides
service to the BG community
because of him being involved
in a wide range of services such
as serving as parliamentarian for
Faculty Senate.
"Serving as pariiamentarian,
he attends every meeting and
he makes sure the meetings run
under correct parliament procedures," said Williams.
Baikal] brings a great deal of
expertise and knowledge to faculty' senate and the committees
he is part of because he has a law
degree said Williams.
Pauken was nominated for this
award by his colleague in professional affairs of faculty senate,
Micheal Zickar in psychology.
"He asked me if it was okay for
him to nominate me because he
said I deserved it," said Pauken.
Pauken said he considered

Other colleagues feel Pauken Is
deserving of this award because

of his commitment to serviic
"I think he is well deserving
of this award because he is wry
involved and has done faculty
Senate a good deed," said lulie
Barnes, associate professor for
computer sciences.

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

WORLD
BRIEF

Spring Semester
Leases Available

calls.

SUNDAY

Bench, valued at $70, reported
taken from the porch of a North
Prospect Street residence.

1057 A.M.

Trees placed under
protective custody
RIO0E JANEIRO. Brazil-A
swath of Amazon ram fewest the size
of Alabama was placed under government protection yesterday m a region
infamous for violent conflicts among
loggers and environmentalists.
The protected territory totals
57.915 square miles of the Guayana
Shield region, an area of Amazon
forest stretching across international
borders that contains more than 25
percent of the world's remaining
humid tropical forests and the largest
remaining unpolluted fresh water
reserves in the American tropics.
The protected areas will link to
existing reserves to form a vast preservation corridor eventually stretching
into neighboring Guyana. Suriname
and French Guiana. While the entire
Guayana Shield corndor is not yet
protected, portions of it in each country are now covered.

Frederick D. Claybaugh, 45, of
Bowling Green, arrested for
receiving stolen property at a
North Prospect Street gas station. He was seen driving a
vehicle with a license plate not
registered to the vehicle. The
license plate had been reported
stolen in June 2006. Two license
plates were confiscated —
including another plate underneath the stolen one — and
Claybaugh was taken home.
11:51A.M.

Window of a vehicle parked at
aCampbell I lill Koad apartment
complex reported broken overnight, causing$100 in damage.
11:51A.M.

Mirror of a vehicle parked at an
East Napoleon Koad apartment
complex broken sometime
overnight, causing $75 in damage.
3:27 P.M.

Subject called to report $350
had been taken from a coin
machine at a laundromat on
North Main Street. The caller
said he will watch the surveillance tapes and see if anyone

The Washington-based environmental group Conservation
International put up SI million to
facilitate the expansion, which preserves much of the jungles largely
untouched north. Still, it s far from
clear how much the new reserves will
do to stall Amazon destruction, since
most of the deforestation is taking
place along the rain forests border.

5:33 RM.

6:54 P.M.

North Enterprise Street resident
called to report a male was on
his bike looking into area windows.
8:05 P.M.

A natural gas dryer overheated
at Doug's Wash and Dry, igniting the clothing inside and
tilling the building with a thick
white smoke. Fire was extinguished and dryer removed
from building.

MONDAY
1:23 A.M.

Shawn Michael llatton, 19, of
Bowling Green, arrested for disorderly conduct. When an officer arrived at the East Napoleon
Road residence, he heard loud
music and voices. There had
been four previous calls over
the weekend and llatton only
answered the door once, llatton
was issued a citation.
1:44 A.M.

Tunnel under West Hall filled
with smoke after a large cable
burnt through and burnt a
nearby florescent light fixture.

CORRECTION

"If any tropical rain forest on Earth
remains intact a century from now.
it will be this portion of northern
Amazonia." Conservation International
President Russell Mittermeier said.

stacking up?

BLOTTER

DID YOU KNOW?

An item in yesterdays issue of The BG
News was incorrect. City poke received
a call over the weekend that Riley A
Shannohouse was fighting with her boyfriend, not with her mother, as the blotter
stated

A ball of glass will
bounce higher than
a ball of rubber.

Service

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!

Barber
Shop

■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

■ 2 Swimming Pools

' Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

' 3 Laundromats

■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

"Closest Barber shop
to campus*

352-4576
426E.WOOSTER

WINTIIROP & Sl'MMI'I TERRAC

Across the street
from Circle K

Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

HOURS:

(419)352-9135

Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Email us: winthrop

gerdenich.com

Open daily 9-5
Closed Wcd& Sun
Saturday 9-12

Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

www.winthropterrace.com

Walk-in or appointments welcome

E>;

ft

Kwanzaa

One race, One people, One peace

kSoll «* y.Onr tisod booM

1

Wednesday, December 6th
BTSU Ballroom
6:00-9:30 PM

biversity Bookstore
Bowc/i Thompson Student Union
Multi Purpose Room
Picture ID Required!
* »
December 6 - December 16
Wednesday & Thursday, December 6 & 7„
9:00 - 7:30
I riday, December 8
9:00 - 5:00
Saturday, December 9
Noon - 5:30
Sunday, December 10
^> -vV' Noon -5:30
onday - Thursday, December 11,12,13,14
9:00 - 7:30
Friday, December 15
.

December 16
9:00 - Noon
LEGISTfcR TO WIN A LAPTOP OR (POD

3.--

Featuring "Chapmyn Spoken Word"

BGSU Students & children under lOyrs $5
General admission $8
Inculdes soul food dinner buffet
Tickets on sale now at the
BTSU Information Desk
Cash, Check, Credit card, BGl card
8c BIG charge accepted.

^m^
CENTERFOR MULTICULTUML
ACADEMICTNITIATIVES

To reserve a table contact
the Center for Multicultual &f Academ ic hi itiarives 92-2642

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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THE SEASON OF GIVING

Students like sound of free music
By N.th.ll. LagcrMd
U-WIRE

SH*WHDAHESS i THE BG NEWS
SPREADING THE WORD: Jason Blahnik. campus minister at St. Thomas More University Parish, passes out a candy cane yesterday .
to Angela Wasseui ,m ,i! tM,

i - »

s::

.'■•<! inform people of the Pre-Christmas Mass at 8 p.m. Sunday in the Union.

Lawsuit over FAFSA denied
By Lindsay Funston
U-WIRE

EUGENE, Ore. — A federal
judge recently dismissed a lobby
group's lawsuit In abolish a drug
conviction-related financial aid
requirement that has denied aid
to nearly 2(x>,ooo college students during the last decade
Question 31 on the Free
Application for federal Student
Aid, which asks whether a student has been convicted for the
possession or sale of illegal dnigs
while receiving federal student
aid, prompted the Students for
a Sensible Drug Policy to file
a lawsuit last spring against
U.S. Department of Education
Secretary Margaret Spellings to
eliminate the provision.
Students who answer yes'
are denied aid for at least .1
year or until they complete a
rehabilitation program to battle their drug usage.
SSDP, a grassroots, studentrun organization that "dares
to resist the War on Drugs."
alleged that the FAFSA question
was unconstitutional, but U.S.
District ludge Charles kormann

granted a government motion to
dismiss the lawsuit on Oct. 27.
"Basically, we were thrown out
of court." said SSDP Campaigns

Director Torn AngelL
SSDP dubbed the provision
the "Aid Elimination Penally"
because they said il kicks students out of school who rely on
federal aid. Angell said.

SSDP argued that the FAFSA
question violates the "double
jeopardy" clause of the Eifth
Amendment because "denial
of educational loans to students convicted of a drug
offense constitutes an additional criminal punishment."
according to case documents.
kormann disputed the
group's claims, saying the
Supreme Court has "long recognized thai revocation of a
privilege voluntarily grained
... is characteristically free of
punitive criminal element.'"
'Ineligibility is automatic
upon conviction of a controlled
substances offense. In that
respect, the behavior to which
the ineligibility applies is already
a ciiine,"' kormann said in his
16-page dismissal document

One of SSDP's main arguments centers on how no other
1 \i SA question inquires about
criminal activity, so a student
who commits a violent crime,
such as rape 01 murder, can
slill receive government money
instead of "a student caught with
a single marijuana cigarette,"
Angell said.
The I ligher Education
Amendments of 1998, which created the law, states, "If we want
to ensure safety on our Nations
campuses, it is vital to keep them
drug-free."
Lobby groups, including SSDP,
achieved a "huge victoty" earlier
this year when (longress decided
In February to amend the drugcharge question for the 2007-08
FAFSA. Angell said,
Following the change, federal student-aid overseers will
no longer count convictions
that have been removed from a
student's record, or convictions
lhal occurred when students
were younger than 18 years
old, unless they were tried as
an adult, said Elizabeth liickford,
the University's director of student financial aid.

PRINCETON, N.I. — Princeton
University is close to finalizing a
contract with a music downloading service to provide free subscriptions to the entire Princeton
student body, Class of 2008 senator Rohan loshi said.
there's no way the University
can sit with giving out free CDs,"
said loshi, who has spearheaded
the project for the past year. "But
what we can do is provide free
music for four years of college."
"With all luck, it'll be up and
running before people go on
break,"' he said.
USCi vice president Rob
Biederman 08 said that he
expected the deal to "completely
alleviate" illegal music downloading on campus.
"I can't imagine anyone using
illegal downloading after this,"
he said.
In 2005, 30 Princeton students were sued for copyright
infringement by the Recording
Industry Association of
America on suspicion of engaging in illegal file sharing.

Citing ongoing negotiations,
loshi and Biederman declined
to name the company that the
University is working with, but
said that the specifics of a contract will be announced at the
USCi meeting in one week.
The free downloads will be
"tethered," meaning that they
cannot be burned to a CD or
down loaded to a portable device,
loshi said thai the program,
however, is still "great for making mixes and for big parlies."
and thai students will be able
to purchase music through the
service as well.
The project is "a big Rohan
loshi effort." Biederman said,
crediting the senator with the
idea and with most of the work.
Earlier this year, Biederman
accompanied loshi to meetings with music download
providers Interested in working with the University.
Biederman has featured the
Initiative In his ongoing campaign for list; president, trumpeting it on his campaign fliers
and Web site.
The major administrative hurdle, loshi said, was getting the

University to grant permission
for the company's equipment to
be stored on campus. He added
that the University general counsel has been "very cooperative
and helpful" in the process.
Listening to her mp3 player in a
Cafe Vivian booth Sunday night,
lasjit Bhinder '09 said tethered
downloads might not be flexible
enough to stop illegal downloading, unless "you can download
the songs to an iPod."
In the next booth over, Nour
Aoude ' 10 said he would use the
service "every time I wanted to
listen to new songs." I le worked
with headphones plugged into a
laptop that holds five gigabytes of
music, from Alanis Morissette to
l.inkin Park to European techno.
Aoude said that tethered songs
wouldn't really be a problem
for him. "The songs you really
wanted you could download on

mines,* he said.
"A lot of people are afraid of
downloading on campus, and
this will give them an outlet,"
loshi said. "It's not something
that the student body would die
without, but it's another thing
that makes Princeton sweet."

UM No. 6 in poll - for pot smoking
By Draw Philip
U-WIRE

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — The
University of Michigan is at the
top of the charts again. But unlike
nu ikings based on academic reputation or admissions, the administration probably isn't very pniud

of this one
Iligh limes magazine, a publication dedicated to marijuana
and the culture surrounding It,
listed the University as the sixth
most stoner-friendly college in
the nation in August. The magazine says it ranks the colleges
"from the cannabis community^ point of view."
'Ilie magazine cited Ann Albot
Mich., annual I lash Bash as a reason for the high ranking.
The goal of Hash Bash — a 35year-old event held on the Diag
— is to refonn marijuana laws.

Ann Arbor is considered a
haven for marijuana smokers
because the drug has been effectively decriminalized in the city.
Marijuana possession is a S25
civil infraction everywhere in Ann
.Arbor except for campus property.
Campus property is owned by
the state, meaning that possessors
apprehended on campus will face
state possession charges. The state
penalty is a misdemeanor, which
is punishable by a $100 tine and/
or up to 90 days in jail.
In 2004, Ann Arbor voters overwhelmingly approved a ballot proposal waiving fines for medicinal
marijuana use.
High limes also cited the
University as a stoner-friendly
college because it was a center
of Vietnam-era counterculture.
Activist lohn Sinclair, who was
given a 10-year prison sentence
for marijuana possession, called

Ann Arbor home, as did influential
rock band MC5 and the anti-war
group Students for a Democratic
Society Former Michigan Daily
editor in chief Ibm Hayden was
among the group's founders.
The magazine also noted that
Ann Arbor has "some of the best
grass the Midwest marijuana
scene has to offer."
Sophomore Tasha Bryant, a
member ofa lticebook.com group
named "Drug-free Students," disagrees with the rankings.
"I don'l know anyone who does
any dnigs," she said. "I find it surprising that we are that high on
the list."
The top 10 most stonerfriendly colleges, according to
High Times, are: 1. University
of Colorado; 2. University of
Wisconsin; 3. University of
Florida; 4. University of Oregon;
5. Hampshire College South.

A Place to call Home
Resort style living without the resort style price tag!

No money down
a $225 savings

ask
about our

10/10
special
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"Wow, \( Ml isaverj II»|K>I
lam organization I am pan of
because it involves ixiiplc from
the outside coming in to evaluate
out educational program," saiii
Pauken.
The organization involves
people from Other Universities Ki
evaluate the College ofEducation,
to make suit' its programs are tip
to code.
Bauken talks to others about
how the college is sirrmrmtl anil
makes sine the college meets the
regulation to direr t the rest of col
lege in the accreditation process,
"I think reviews are good
because you don't want lobe out
lit date, said Bauken. "We must
be checked from someone on the
outside in see what we could do
differently."
Bauken sricl doing service in
Ihe University is not a chore but a
joy because he feels it is a ethicalh
responsibility to give back
"It's mj obligation to give back
In a University that lias gave me
so much in return," said Bauken.
Bauken said it's the peoplewhi i
makes doing service so much fun

tin him.
Ellen Williams,
professor
lit Intervention Services ami
former winner ol the Faculty
Distinguished Service Vward,
said Bauken is vet) deserving ol
this award,
"He is a model foi faculty sen
ate members and foi otheretobe
involved in the community," said

Williams.
Williams said Bauken provides
service to the BG cotnmunit)
because ol him being involved
in a wide range ill semu's such
as serving as parliamentarian lot
Faculty Senate
"Serving as parliamentarian,
he attends even, meeting and
he makes sine the meetings mil
undei correct parliament proce
dures," said Williams
Bauken brings a great deal ol
expertise and knowledge to fac
nliy senate and the committees
he is part nl because he has a law
degree said Williams.
Bauken was nominated foi this
award bj his colleague in professional affairs ol faculty senate.
\iii heal /it kin in psychology.
"He asked me it li was okay foi
him in nominate me because he
said I deserved it" said Bauken,
I'anken said he considered

/iekar's nomination as a (inn
pliment because Zickar provides
much service to the University
as well.
I'anken was honored in he
nominated and to be considered
a finalist,
lint I'anken thought at the
dinner he was just going In he
In mi iied asa finalist because of
theothei three prestigious finalists.
"I was up against people whol
looked up to and who were at the
University foi 20phisyears,"said
I'anken. "I've only been here lor
nineyi i i
Pauken was very excited lo be
even mentioned with a group
ol people who have been doing
semi eii >i decades.
"Winning this award made
me realize that I am not on the
outside looking in," said I'anken.
"Itul I am (ill ihr inside with penpic who arc im inspiration."
(llliciinllcagucsiccll'aiikenis.
deserving of this award because
ol his commitment to service.
I think he is well deserving
ol iIn- award because he is very
involved and has done Faculty
Senate a good deed.' said lulie
Hai lies, assoeiaie professor lor
computer sciences.

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills
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WORLD
BRIEF
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Trees placed under
protective custody
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil -A
swath of Amazon tain forest the size
of Alabama was placed under government protection yesterday in a region
infamous for violent conflicts among
loggers and environmentalists
The protected territory totals
57.915 square miles of the
Shield region, an area of Amazon
forest stretching across international
borders that contains more than 25
percent of the worlds remaining
humid tropical forests and the largest
remaining unpolluted fresh water
reserves in the American tropics

11:51 AM
Window ofa vehicle parked al
al ampbell Hill Road apartment
complex reported broken overnight, causing $100 in damage.

The protected areas will link to
; leserves to form a vast pros■ n corridor eventually stretching
into neighboring Guyana. Sunname
and French Gi;i
mire
Guayana Shield corridor is not yet
protected, portions of it in each country are now covered
The Washington-based environmental group Conservation
International put up SI million to
facilitate the e*p i
■erves much of the jungles largely
untouched north Still, its far from
clear how much the new reserves will
do to stall Amazon destruction i
most of the defcues tat ion i I
place along the ram forests border

Spring Semester

11:51A.M.
Mirror ofa vehicle parked ai an
I asi Napoleon Road apartment
complex broken sometime
overnight, causing$75 in dam
age.
3:27 P.M.
Subject called IO report $350
had been taken Mom ,udin
machine ata laundromat on
North Main Street. I he caller
said he will watt h thesurveil
lance tapes and see if anyone

5:33 P.M.
Bench, valued at $70, reported
taken from the porch ol a North
Prospect Street residence.
6:54 P.M.
North Enterprise Street resldenl
called to report a male was on
his bike looking into area windows,
8:05 P.M.
\ natural gas dryer overheated
at Doug's Wash and I It y, igniling the clothing Inside and
tilliiii'. the building wilh a thick
white smoke. I Ire was extinguished and dryet removed
from building.

MONDAY
1:23 A.M.
Shawn Michael Hatton, 19, of
Bowling Green, arrested fordisorderlj conduct. When an offiKi arrived al the I asl Napoleon
Road residence, he heard loud
music and vok es. I here had
been foui previous calls ovei
the weekend and I lallon only
answered the door once. I latton
was issued a citation,
1:44 A.M.
runnel under West Hall filled
with smoke aftei a large cable
burnt through and burnt a
nearb) florescent light fixture.

CORRECTION

"If any tropical rain forest on Earth
remains intact a century from now.
it will be this portion of northern
Amazonia.' Conservation International
President Russell Mitterm

stacking up?

10:57 A.M.
Frederick D. Claybaugh, 45, ol
Bowling Green, arrested loi
receiving stolen property al a
North Prosper i Street gas station, He was seen driving a
vehicle with a license plate not
registered lo the vehicle, rhe
license plate had been reported
stolen in inne.'iHih Iwolicense
plates were confiscated —
including anothei plate underneath the stolen one
and
Claybaugh was taken home.

calls.

DID YOU KNOW?

An item in vi isti
' 'IH?BG
News.-.'
a call ovei the weekend that Ri! .
Shannqhouse ,vas fuilitinq with liei boy
fnend. not with her mother, a1, the blotter
slated

A ball of glass will
bounce higher than
a ball of rubber.

Leases Available

Service
Barber

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!
■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
■ 2 Swimming Pools

■ 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

■3 Laundromats

■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

I 'Closest Barber shop
to campus"

■Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

352-4576
426E.WOOSTF.R

WINTIIROP & SL'MMI'l TERRACEAJPTS.
Office located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

HOURS:

(419) 352-9135
Email us: winthrop 'gerdenich.com

Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Across the street
from Circle K
Open daily 9 S
Closed Wed & Sun
Saturday 9-12

Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

www.winthropterrace.com

Walk-in or appointments welcome

,-•

For your

'Kwanzaa

One race, One people, One peace

Soil irt yptir used booM
University Bookstore
Bowcn Thompson Student Union
Multipurpose Room
Picture ID Required!

Wednesday, December 6th
BTSU Ballroom
6:00-9:30 PM

December 6 - December 16
Wednesday & Thursday, December 6 &r 7
9:00-7:30
Friday, December 8
9:00 - 5:00
Saturday, December 9
Noon- 5:30
.Sunday, December 10
S Noon-5:30
onday - Thursday, December 11,12,13,14
9:00 - 7:30
Friday, December 15
9:00 - 7:00
Saturday, December 16
9:00 - Noon

REGISTER TO WIN A LAPTOP OR IPOD

Featuring "Chapmyn Spoken Word"

BGSU Students 6c children under lOyrs $5
General admission $o
Inculdes soul food dinner buffet
Tickets on sale now at the
BTSU Information Desk

Cash, Check, Credit card, BGl card
8c BIG charge accepted.

CENTER KIR MULTICUITURM
ACADEMICTNITIATIVES

Vi reserve a table contact
The Center for Multicullual & Academic Initiative' <■* 2-2642

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Students like sound of free music
By Nathllic L.i,)r-,(ol,l

.

SH»WND»H(SS

'

SPREADING THE WORD:
lo Angola Wassem

Lawsuit over FAFSA denied
By Lindsay Funslon

I IK,l \l. Ore.
\ federal
judge iccciuh dismissed a lobbj
group's lawsuit lo abolish a drug
conviction related financial aid
requirement that has denied aid
to nearl) 200,000 college students during the last decade.
Question 31 on the Free
Application foi Federal Student
Aid, which asks whether ,i student lias been convii ted for the
possession or sale ol illegal drugs
while receiving federal student
aid. prompted the Students loi
a Sensible Drug Policj to file
a lawsuit last spun}; against
U.S. Department ol I ducation
Secretarj Margaret Spellings to
eliminate the provision.
Students who answei 'yes
are denied aid foi at least a
year or until thej complete a
rehabilitation program to battle theit drug usage,
ssi w a glass
is. studentrun organization that "dares
to resist the War on Drugs,"
alleged that the FAI SA question
was unconstitutional, but u.s.
District ludge Charles Kormann

granted a government motion to
dismiss the lawsuit ont )i i !
"Basically, we were thrown out
ot court," s.iid SSDPCampaigns
Dirw IOI loin \ngell.
SSDP dubbed the provision
the "Aid FJimination Penalty"
because ihe) said ii kicks stu
dents oui ol school whe reh on
federal aid, Angcll said.
SSDP argued that the I us\
question violates the double
jeopardy" clause ol the I inli
Vmendmcnt because denial
ol educational loans to stu
dents convicted ol a drug
offense < onstitutes an addi
tional (riminal punishment."
,n i ording to i ase documents.
Kormann
disputed
the
group's claims, saying the
Supreme t ourt lias "long rec
ugnized that 'revocation ol a
privilege voluntarily granted
... is characteristically free ol
punitive ci iminal element.'"
"Ineligibilit) is automatic
upon conviction ol a controlled
substances offense. In that
respect, the behavioi to which
the ineligibilit) applies isalread)
a crime," kormann said in his
Id page dismissal document.

One oi SSDP's main argu
ments centers on how no other
I \1 SA question inquires about
criminal activity, so a student
who commits .i violent crime,
such as rape or murder, can
siill receive government mone)
instead of"a student caught with
a single marijuana cigarette,"
Angcll said.
rhe
Higher
Bducation
unendmentsol 1998, which created the law, states, It we "am
lo ensure safet) on our Nation's
campuses, ii is vital to keep them
drug-free."
I obbj groups, including SSDP
.II hieved a "huge victory" earlier
this j ear when (i ingress decided
in February lo amend the drug
i barge question foi the 2007-08
I \ls.\. \ngellsaid.
I ollowing the change, federal student-aid overseers will
no longer count convictions
tlKit have been removed from a
student's record, or convictions
ili,ii occurred when students
were younger than lit years
old. unless thej were tried as
an adult, said I li/aheih Bickfbrd,
the University's directot ol stu
dent financial aid.

PRINCETON, XI. - Princeton
Universit) iselose to finalizing a
contract with a music download
Ing serviic 10 provide tree sub
scriptions to the entire Princeton
student body, Class ol 2008 scna
tor Rohan loshi said.
"There's no way the University
cansil with giving out free CDs,"
said loslii. who has spearheaded
the project lor the past year. "But
what we can do is provide free
music for four years of i ollege
"With all luck, it'll be up and
running before people go on
break," he said.
usi, vice president Hub
Biederman '08 said thai he
expected thedeal to "i ompleterj
alleviate" illegal music down
loading on campus.
"I caul imagine anyone using
illegal downloading aliei tins
he said.
In 2005, 30 Princeton sin
dents were sued loi copyright
infringement by the Recording
Industry
Association
of
\nieiu a on suspicion ofengag
ing in illegal file sharing.

citing ongoing negotiations,
foshi and Bicderinan del lined
lo name the company that the
University is winking with, but
said that the spec ilii s ol a con
tract will be announced at the
usi, meeting in one week
Hie free downloads will be
"tethi red," meaning thai they
cannot be burned to a CD oi
downloaded to.i portabledi-\ ic e
loshi said that the program,
however, is still "great for making mi\es and for big parlies,
and dial students will be able
to purchase music through the
service as well.
I he projec i is "a big Rohan
loshi effort, liiedenu.ui said
c rediting the senator with the
ideaand with most of the work,
l.ailier Ibis yeai Biederman
accompanied loshi to meetings with music download
providers Interested in work
ing with the University.
Biederman has featured the
Initiative in his ongoing campaign loi list, president, trumpeting it on Ins campaign fliers
and Web site.
I he major administrative hurdle, loshi said, was gelling the

Universit) to gram permission
loi the company's equipment to
be stored on campus. He added
thai the Uimrrsitv general counsel has been "very cooperative
and helpful" in the-process.

Listening to her mp3 player ina
t ale \ i\ i,in booth Sunday night,
lasjil Blunder til said tethered
downloads might not be flexible
enough to stop illegal downloading, unless "you can download
die songs loan IPod
In the next booth over. Now
\oude III said he would use the
servk r "ever) nine I warned to
listen io new songs lie worked
with headphones plugged Into a
laptop that holds five gigabytes ol
music. Irotn AJanis Morissette lo
I inkin I'arkln European techno.
\oudesaid that let beted songs
wouldn't really be a problem
lor him. "Ihe songs you really
wanted you could download on
■Tunes,' he said
"A loi ol people are afraid ol
downloading on campus, and
this will give them an outlet.
loshi said. Its nut something
that the student body would die
without, but its another thing
that makes Princeton sweet"

No. 6 in poll - for pot smoking
By Drew Philip

\\\ VRBOR, Mich.
I he
Universit) ol Michigan is al the
lopol thee hails again. Bui unlike
rankings based on academic repil
lalion ni admissions, the adminiiiaiion probabh, isn't verj proud
of this one
High limes magazine, a publication dedicated to marijuana
and the culture surrounding it.
listed the Universit) as the sixth
most sloner triendh college in
Ihenation in August. I he maga
zinc says it ranks the colleges
"from the cannabis communi
i\ s point of view."
Ihe magazine cited \nn \rboi
Mich., annual I lash Bash as a lea

son for the high ranking.
The goal of Hash Bash
a35year-old evenl held on the Diag
is to reform marijuana laws.

Ann Arbor is considered a
haven loi marijuana smokers
because the chug has been ellec
ii\el\ decriminalized in ihe city
Marijuana possession is
civil infraction everywhere in Ann
\ihoi except loi campus property
i ampus proper!) is owned bj
ihe state, meaning that possessors
apprehended one ampus will face
stale possession charges, rhe state
penalt) is a misdemeanor, which
is punishable b) a Sllltl line and
or up lo'HI day sin jail.
in 2004, Ann Arbor voters overwhelmingly approved a ballot pro
posal waiving lines tot medicinal
marijuana use.
High limes also cited the
Universit) as a sionei InenclK
college because il was a c enlei
ol Vietnam-era counterculture,
\ctivisl lohn Sinclair, who was
given .1 III year prison sentence

loi marijuana possession, called

AnnArboi home, as did influential
rock band MC5 and the ami war
group Students lor a Democratic
so, ici\ Former Michigan Datt)
ediloi in chic! loin llaulen was
among the group's founders.
Ihe magazine also noted thai
Ann Arbor has "some of the1 best
glass the Midwest marijuana
scene has to oflei
Sophomore rasha Bryant, a
member ofaFacebook.com group
named "Drug-free Students, disagrees with the rankings.
"I doni know anyone who docs
any drugs," she said. "I And il sur
prising thai we are thai high on
the list.''
Ihe top 111 most sinner
fliendl) colleges, according to
High limes, are: I. University
oi Colorado; -'. Universit) ol
Wisconsin: 3. Universit) ol
I lorida: 1. University ol Oregon.
5. Hampshire College South,

A Place to call Home
Resort style living without the resort style price tag!

No money down
a $225 savings

ask
about our

10/10
specia

OPINION

"...I feel so lucky to be American. When you look at the rest of the
world, we're so lucky, and that's something my dad always instilled in
me. - Actress Gwyneth Paltrow, rebutting previous assertions that she is
anti-American, in PEOPLE Magazine
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET How have you survived without Taco Bell?

k

"Somewhat

I haven't."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

"Pretty well, because

"It helps put more

the last time I went

money in my

moved on, but I'm

[to Taco Bell] it

pockets"

highly anticipating its

Have your own take on

return."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor
a question7 Give us your

wasn't really good."
WHITNEY BELLMAN.
Sophomore, Accounting

ED SPEARS. Junior.
Criminal Justice

MATTGOLIAS,
Sophomore,
Communications

SHAINA THOMAS,
Sophomore. Nursing

feedback at bgnews.com.

Quick-fix attitude
impairs the fight for
AIDS prevention

AMERICAN CONSUMERISM | PART THREE OF THREE

Holidays: Quality time over materialism

The winter season encompasses
a plethora of holidays. From
Christmas to Yule, I lanukJcah to
Kvvanzaa and even New Year's
Kve, parties, gift exchanges and
shopping will be topping many
people's to do lists over the next
several weeks.
Unfortunately, this season,
which used to lie a time for getting together with family and eating a good meal, has become an
obscene display of materialism.
According to a Gallup Poll,
more than one-third of adults
expect to spend a total more
than S1000 on gifts this holiday season.
this will leave many with
credit card debt they will work to
pay off well into the New Year.

Gift giving has become the
focus of the holidays and frankly,
it's pathetic. What happened to
being excited about Christmas
dinner or what members of your
family you were going to have a
chance to reminisce with?
I can remember a time not
that long ago when my whole
family would gather at my
Grandmother's on Christmas
day and have a great lunch,
take a nap and spend the rest
of the evening playing board
games, watching football and
drinking cocktails.
Now I see kids in the stores
demanding from their parents. I
see parents standing in long lines
and shelling out hundreds of
dollars to feed their spoiled kids'
video game addiction.
What's possibly worse is that
the gifts aren't even coming from
the heart anymore.
A survey conducted by
American Express showed 66
percent of people are planning to
buy gift cards as gifts this year.

Gift cards. What says, "I don't
really care about you, but 1 want
to stay on your good side so go
buy yourself something nice."
like a gift card?
There's no imagination, no
careful thought, nothing. Gift
cards are the cop-out of the luili
day world.
Asamatterof fact, that same
survey estimates gift cards will
make up for $24.8 billion of the
total holiday spending
I'm not against gift giving.
I think it's a great way to si u w
someone you care, to show them
that you've been thinking really
hard and have found for them
the perfect gift.
It makes a person's day to
receive a great gift. And when
you're out shopping for your
Secret Santa or your new boss, or
if you're buying clothes for a person whose size you're unsure of,
a gift card is perfectly acceptable.
But for your mom. your husband, your siblings or your close
friends, you need to get out there

and do some legwork.
Our country, as I have said
before, is obsessed with material gtxxls. It's no longer the
lieople you meet and the stories
you share, but the gifts you get
and how much money you
make. Money is important but
it shouldn't be running our lives.
We can all have a meaningful
holiday season, presents included, by just taking time out to be
with our families.
Don't put added stress on
v< mi family by busting the bank
on video games, tie tacks and
meaningless gadgets that will be
thrown in the closet and forgotten by February.
Pick up a turkey, some family
games, a giant bowi of chocolate

and some festive music
Spend within your means and
splurge on quality time. It will
11 lake for a better, healthier lioliday season for all.
SendatnmenBtoAmandaat
bcaamatfbgsuedu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Racism problem needs to
be addressed by students
In light of recent racially
divisive events, both nationally and on our own campus,
we, the student community
of ETHN 361, want to appeal
to you, the members of our
campus community, in an
effort to address the problem
at the root.
Initially, we came together in
order to fulfill a requirement of
this class.
We had such difficulty
negotiating the complexities of
racial, gender, religious, political and sexual identities at
work in the room that we could
not even agree to disagree.
There were many arguments
and there were days that we
wanted to quit.
The process of coming
to complete consensus (a
requirement for the project)
was so difficult, but thought-

provoking and transformative, and we felt so changed
by it that we ultimately came
to consensus about sharing
our newfound understanding
with the rest of you.
"Through the radical, consciousness-raising methods
of our professor, we were
shown that sometimes we are
colonizers and oppressors
despite what good intentions
we might have and despite
our belonging to an oppressed
and colonized group."
The term 'oppression',
is obvious, but we think a
definition of 'colonization' is
necessary.
"Colonize This!" by Daisy
Hcrdnandcz, defines colonization as: "stripling] a people of
culture, language, land, family
structure—who they are as a
person and as a people."
This is something traditionally thought to be done by
countries and cultures, not
individual people.
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Our process of consensus
and attempting to see outside
of what our professor calls the
euro-lens' has shown that
colonization also occurs at the
micro-level.
We think that in order to
attempt to avoid the colonizing
process, someone must take
responsibility, speak out and
make a change.
We realized that this understanding must extend outside
of our difficulty in dealing
with one another in classroom
community, and that we had
a responsibility to attempt to
spread it to you, the members
of our university community.
We felt a responsibility to
show (as well as possible in the
scope of a newspaper article)
that oppressive/colonizing
events at the macro level,
which are blatant and systemic, have also happened in the
microcosm that was and is our
class, have happened in our
university and have happened

on the national stage.
We feel that if they are to be
stopped, someone must take
responsibility, speak up and
attempt to make a change.
We're trying to take some of
that responsibility.
We only ask that you consider doing that too; it's up to you.
It will require courage, being
humble, learning when to
speak and when to listen, and
it will require covering ground
and making allies in places you
wouldn't have before.
Most of all, it requires an
open mind and an open heart.
No matter what situation you
might find yourself in, whatever your racial, gender, religious,
political and sexual identity,
try to remember that you and
everyone around you are part
of a human community.
If it's not your responsibility,
then whose is it?
—Linda Pertusati.
Professor of Ethnic Studies.
Iliertns^ligsii.edii.
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In light of World AIDS Day,
which was observed on Friday,
December 1, it is appropriate
for us to reflect upon the effects
of AIDS in society and how this
deadly virus can be avoided.
First, it is absolutely imperative
that people have an awareness
of the gravity of AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome).
Its lethal capabilities have
caught the attention of the global
community since the disease has
become more and more prevalent over the past few decades.
Although we often hear about
the rate of AIDS in Africa, the disease is present everywhere.
An estimated 1 million people
in the United States are living
with AIDS. There may even be
some right here at BGSU who
have the disease.
And inevitably, when the
topic of this global tragedy
comes up, there is always
debate on ways of prevention.
According to the White I louse
Web site, President Bush, in his
remarks on World AIDS Day,
called abstinence "the only sure
way to avoid the sexual transmission olHIV/AIDS."
Bush has been particulariy
supportive of the ABC approach,
which stresses abstinence and
marital fidelity over condoms as
the primary way to prevent the
spread of the epidemic.
Although some institutions
discourage this approach,
promoting abstinence has
been effective.
An article by lifenews.com
cited research on the ABC
approach in the African nation of
Uganda. The research was done
by Carey Roberts, an investigative witter who wrote an article
in The Washington Times in
2004 on the topic of abstinence
in preventing the spread of AIDS
in Uganda.
In his article, he noted
Uganda's success in using the
ABC approach, which has been
in effect for 15 years.
He said, "The results were
impressive: the HIV infection
rate in Uganda dropped from 15
percent to 5 percent. In 1991,21
percent of pregnant women had
the deadly HIV virus. Ten years
later, that figure had dropped to
6 percent.
The United States Agency
on International Development
(USAID) confirms these results.
And Uganda is not the only
country in Africa which is
taking the ABC approach seriously, Kenya, Cambodia and the
Dominican Republic are also utilizing this promising method.
And why have they been
effective?
Well, I suspect it's because
some international institutions
which work to prevent AIDS are
beginning to see that condoms
do not get to the root of the problem. Promoting condoms is like
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trying to put a band-aid over a
huge gaping wound.
It's impersonal and does not
show true, genuine concern for
t hose who have been affected by
the AIDS epidemic.
To give a person a condom
actually endorses more sex.
It'sdegrading when you think
about it. It assumes that a person
is just going to "do it anyway" as
if they have no capacity to control themselves.
Sure, it's easy to just hand out
condoms, but it solves nothing.
And when condoms are everywhere, people will have more
sex; thus, when the condoms
don't work, more people will be
infected with HIV as a result. It's
a no-win situation.
The abstinence and marital fidelity approach is much
more effective because it deals
with the whole person, not
just their bodies.
Some people think that abstinence is a negative thing because
it says, "no." But, really, abstinence says, "yes," to healthier
relationships and a healthier
future marriage.
The problem is that we sometimes look at abstinence too
legalistically and don't see the
good that it does.
A1991 study conducted by
loan R. Kahn from the University
of Maryland and Kathryn A.
London from the National Center
for I lealth Statistics showed that
those who are not sexually active
before marriage have a much
lower divorce rate.
Again in 1991, University of
Maryland sociologists lay D.
Teachman, leffrey Thomas and
Kathleen Pasch conducted a
study called "Legal Status and
the Stability of Coresidential
Unions," also published
in the lournal of Marriage
and Family, which said that
couples who cohabitate before
marriage are 63 to 71 percent
more likely to divorce.
This research shows that
abstinence promotes stronger
marital fidelity, the second
approach to the ABC method
to prevent AIDS.
When abstinence is presented
effectively, one can see how powerful it really is. Not only does it
work in preventing the spread of
Al DS, it also greatly avoids the
hurt that divorce brings.
Instead of the "quick-fix" attitude that condoms endorse, it's
imperative that international
agencies as well as our government continue to promote abstinence, a loo percent effective
way of ensuring the prevention
of AIDS.
But, in doing so, these institutions must promote abstinence
in a way that shows why it's a,
"yes," to a healthy marriage
rather than a, "no," to sex.
There is a lot of beauty in waiting to have sex until marriage.
Love is patient.
If those who are teaching the
ABC approach can really convey
that message, then the AIDS rate
will continue to go down like it
has in Uganda.

GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and S00 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then*ws@l>gn«ws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column' Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered (or
printing. All letters are subject to
leview for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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HERE COME THE SPACE COWBOYS

CLASS

the papers they have to write on
the various musical performances
they attend. Ifthcydonot include
the background information in
their papers, which is given in the
lectures, then their grade suffers."
Yacobucci also has graded
assignments in class and says
lecture material factors during
testing
"Students are much better prepared for assignments and exams
if they've been regularly attending
class, so the benefits of attending
class ,irc clear,'' Yacobucci says.
Brittany Boulton, junior, isn't as
concerned about graded assign-

From Page 1
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isn't the only way a student's grade
can be affected, though, according to Mary Natvig, professor of
Music, Composition and Theory
"I believe uppt-rtiassmen
should lie responsible enough
to choose whether they come to
class or trot, however, they must
take the consequences of not
coming'' said Natvig, who has no
attendance policy for her upper
level class. "In this class, we have
lectures that pertain directly to

ments in class as she is about the
courses that have only one or two
grades, such as the midterm and
the final exams.
"[An attendance gradel gives
extra padding sometimes when
there are fewgrades in the course,"
Houliun says.
While many reasons for the
policies are based on grades and
academics, some are in place
because die professor doesn't
want to be the only person in the
class who works.
"I feel like I personally invest in
every student, and because I'm
going so far beyond my duties,

they should reciprocate," Mishra
said. "Because 1 give them so
much, 1 want that back. I have
that right."
Of course then.'are die students
who find themselves in the slump
of semester's end. tired of class
and frustrated with the n'sponsi-Miry they find they have for their
own grades.
Erin Seemann, sophomore, is
grateful for the policy for those
reasons.
A lui of limes I won't feel like
going and I know that I should. If
I know it's required, then it motivates me to go," Seemann said.

of this legislation," he said.
The resolution passed, forcing Lehman to temporarily relinquish his position as
speaker, a position I ewis will

Wiedenhoft said.
At-large
Senator
Mike
Vecchio also questioned the
validity of the resolution and
asked senators to consider the
"potential egos clashing" as
the reason behind the debate.
Little said he found no reason for the presented resolutions or lengthy debate.
"If our senate wants to waste
time talking about internal
affairs issues instead of the
student body, it's their meeting," Little said.
Little said he did not know
why the senators chose to discipline Lehman but not him,
stating "It's all in the vote."
The same people that voted
10 give leremy I hat punishment voted to not give me that
punishment.' he said.

MOON WALK: This undated artist's rendering released by NASA represents a concept of
possible activities during future space exploration missions It depicts a crew preparing to
leave a work site on the lunar surface. NASA may be going to the same old moon with a ship
that looks a lot like a 1960s Apollo capsule, but the space agency said Monday that it's going
to do something dramatically different this time: Stay there Unveiling the agency's bold plan

BUDGET

LITTLE
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for a return to the moon. NASA said it will establish an international base camp on one of
the moon's poles, permanently staffing it by 2024. four years after astronauts land there

NATION
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Taco Bell causes 22
E. coli illnesses
SOUTH PIAINFIELD. N J - An
E. coli outbreak that has sickened
at least 22 people - two of them
seriously - was linked by health
investigators yesterday to three Taco
Bell restaurants m New Jersey
All but two o( the people who fell
ill had eaten at one of the fast-food
restaurants between Nov 17 and Nov.
28. authorities said. Exactly what
food contained the bacteria was still
unclear
"We have to find the food they
all had in common." said David Papi.
director of health for Middlesex
County All but four of tl\e victims are
under 18. authorities said
Five were in the hospital yesterday,
including two in serious or critical
condition with hemolytic uremic
syndrome, which can permanently
damage the kidneys, officials said.
Twenty of those infected, including
two restaurant employees who tested
positive (or E. coli but did not get sick. .
ate at a Taco Bell in South Plamfield;
another ate at a Taco Bell m Edison;
and one ate at a Taco Bell in Franklin
Township, authorities said.
Taco Bell Corp. based in Irvine.
Calif, had no comment yesterday.

are not informed about these
issues, bul we need more students, regardless of one's political affiliation, in order to bring
about discussion."
Besides wanting to increase
campus activism and promote
awareness of injustices, the reason Haitman is partaking in
these causes is because he feels
everyone should have the same
advantages as he does.
"Being that I have the opportunity to go to college and be in
the top echelon of society, I owe
it to the people of the community to help out any way I can in
their time of need and also help
give them the same opportunity as I have," Haitman said.
■ For those students having
a desire to influence change,
ReachOut can provide an environment that perpetuates their
members' ideas into action.
"If you care deeply about an
issue and didn't know what to
do, then this organization can
help," Hohrbacher said.
HeachOut meetings are held
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. every
Wednesday in 104 Business
Administration, However, the
time and place for next semester's session have yet to be
determined.
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STUDENTS
GET 10% OFF
WITH STUDENT ID

buildings. Mayor lohn Quinn
would like to build a new city
hall in coming years and this
fund would provide for that
new facility.
• Equipment Capitalization
Kund: Reserves money for
items that cost the city more
than SI 00.000. Such' items
could include equipment used
by the fire department.
• Roadway Capitalization
lurid: Helps ihe city save for
future improvements to city
streets. Por example, North
Main Street will probably
need to be widened in coming
years.
If die budget is passed, the
amount of money placed in
these funds will be supervised
by die mayor, Underwood said.

istrator must be a member of
the Board of Procedures and
Appeals. The other resolution
stated Lehman did not follow the constitution, which
states the appointee must
be approved by a two-thirds
vote.
In hopes to set a precedent
for similar situations in the
future, the resolutions were
written by Miller and sponsored by senators lohnnie

Lewis and lason Snead.
The first resolution presented issues with actions taken by
I (iiman.
Lehman promoted the passage of the resolution while
reading a statement to the
senators.
"I urge you all to vote in favor

fill during Lehman's suspension.
There were objections to
Lewis replacing Lehman
because of a possible conflict
of interest stemming from
Lewis co-sponsoring the resolution.
After a short recess, the second resolution was debated
concerning Little's alleged
neglect of the constitution
and bylaws in appointing
Wagener.
During the debate, at large
senator Nate Wiedenhofl
claimed the debate had no
merit.
"I've been here four years
and I've never seen a childish, petty argument like this,"

Come see what we
have to offer!

FREE small coffee with BGSU Student ID!
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•Our special blend coffees and lea packs make
perfect holiday gifts!
•Fresh pastries, tarts, delicious coffees & leas
•Quiet place lo relax and Mudy
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data i" campus

< nil in make an appointment todayt
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BO
.152-4380
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You Want it? We Got it!
Houses Available for Rent for 2007-2008

(NOT VALID WITH COUPONS!

LUNCH BUFFET $5.75
Children .1-10: S3.M

DINNER BUFFET $7.95
Drink S1.05 Children .1 10: $5.00

Friday & Saturday
Crab Legs Night S8.95

TEL: (419) 353-1688
FAX: (419) 354-1689

SUNDAY AM. DAY BUFFET $7.95

1216 N. Main St. #101
BOWLING GREEN

HOURS:

r - - ir — — n

Moii • Thurs.: 11:00am to 10:00pm

| $1.00 OFF || $1.00 OFF |

Fri, & Sat.: 11:00am to 10.30pm
Sunday: 11:00am to 9:00pm

COUPON

I

ANY LUNCH

"

S

ANY DINNER

I Old Town II Old Town I
I
Buffet
||
Buffet
|
imdOneCoupO*
l*n«OneCoupcn
Pr Conors
PffOMom*
■res Jan 20 2006 11 E.ptres Jan 20 2006 |

Open
Open
| Thanksgiving || Thanksgiving |

Now Renting
For 2007
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
...and many more apartments and houses

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.greenliriarrentals.com

422 CLOUGH 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$470.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S470.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

146 1 /2 MANVILLE 1 BR Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$440.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $440 00. Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3,2008

424 CLOUGH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit3 cars.
S705.00 pet month plus utilities, deposit S705 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

150 1 /2 MANVILLE 2BR Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
$440.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $440 00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

221 S. COLLEGE 3BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
$816.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S8I6.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

806 SCOTT HAMILTON 4 BR. Limit3people. Limit3 cars.
S1.I00.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $1,100.00 Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3,2008

722 EIGHTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$560 00 per month plus utilities, deposit S560 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

830 SCOTT HAMILTON 3BR , 2 baths Limit 5 people
Limit 5 cars. $925.00 per month plus utilities, deposit S925.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

629 ELM 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S885.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $885 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

831 SCOTT HAMILTON Units #A and «B -Duplex 2BR,
1 Bath each unit. Limit 4 people per unit $810.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit S810 00. Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

710 ELM 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470 00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

605 SECOND #A 4BR Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars.
$780 00 per month plus utilities, deposit S78O.0O
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9, 2008

614 FOURTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

715 SECOND 3BR. Limn 3 people Limit 3 cars
S795.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $795 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

219 W. EVERS 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$800.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $800.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

712 SECOND #B 2BR. Duplex. Limn 2 people Limn 2 cars
S690.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $690 00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9, 2008

327 E. EVERS #A and #B Duplex 2BR. each unit.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $690.00 per month plus Utilities.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

723 SIXTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

303 S. SUMMIT 4BR. Limit 5 people. Limn 5 cars.
SI,140 00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI, 140 00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

117 GEORGIA 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

246 TROUP 4BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
SI,155.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $1,155 00
Lease August 15,2007 to August 9,2008

232 LEHMAN 3BR. 1 1/2 bath duplex. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $620.00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

329 E. WOOSTER #B 3BR. apt. Limit3 people. Limit3 cars
S620.00 per month plus utilities
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

140 1 /2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars
Above a garage $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.
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319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Renlail Office 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

"We've got a place for everyone!"
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Coaches give
reasoning for
Florida vote
By Richard Rosenblatt
The Associated Press

.FOOTBALL
KSU coach gets
contract extension
Kent State coach Doug
Martin signed a four-year
contract Monday after
leading the Golden Flashes
(wide receiver Marus Hill
above) to second place
in the Mid-American
Conference East Division.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Commendable behavior:
After leading Rutgers to a
10-2 season. Greg
Schiano has not
only turned down
the head coaching job at
Miami, but stated his verbal
commitment to the Scarlet
Knights. That's the way to
not sell out. Greg.

On the way down
Arrestable behavior: What
is with the Bengals? Rookie
Reggie McNeal
has been charged
with resisting
arrest outside of a Houston
night club, adding on to
a laundry list of Bengals
who ve run into trouble with
the law.

The List
Some names are surprising,
while others are to be
expected - The BG News
takes a look at the top five

JORDAN HOWIR

THfcf.NfAS

GOING INSIDE: Erik Marschall looked strong lor the Falcons in the lirst hall, scoring 14 points befote he had to leave the game due to an Injury.

scorers in the NBA so far this
season:

Sharp shooters

1. Carmeio Anthony
(below): Melo is out to
prove that LeBron James
and Dwayne Wade have
nothing on him. scoring a
league high 32.2 points per
game and shooting over 50percent from the field.

2. Allen Iverson:

Hot hands lead
Falcons to victory

Balanced play key to
early success

When you take as many
shots as he does, it becomes
easy to score 31.6 points per
game. Still, it's hard to deny
he's one of the best

3. Michael Redd:
The former Buckeye has
continually improved
throughout his NBA career,
and is now third in the
league in scoring with just
over 30 points per game.

4. Joe Johnson: Joe
who? He may not have the
household name like Kobe or
LeBron. but he is outscoring
them.

5. Vince Carter:
Carter has been on a

By Bill Bordcwick

Reporter
III what pruhabh scenic.*! :i bit
out of the ordinary, the BI.SU
nuns basketball team did not
have to sweat it out until the final
whistle
I he I alt (ins avenged an earlier loss to the Indians of Arkansas
state llnivcrstn by never trailing

hi an 81-72 victory
"It did feel good knowing that
we were going to win with a
minute left,' said BG coach Dan
Dakieh. "I really liked the fact
thai they were not fouling at the
nul. I hai is what I really liked."
I he Falcons improved to 4-2
on the season while Arkansas
State saw their record fall to 4-7
after playing their fourth road
gamcin seven da\s Adrian Banks
led the way for the Indians with

32 points and seven rebounds.
For the Falcons, Martin
Samarco netted his fourth consecutive 20-point game with 29
on 11 -18 shooting, including five
3-pointers. Samarco also added
five rebounds, four assists ;md
five steals.
In the first game, the Falcons
shot a dismal 26 percent In
losing to the Indians 64-54 in
lonesboro. This time around,
the Falcons shot 52 percent
and drained 13 3-poiffl shots
to miise to their third consecutive win.
The Falcons jumped out to a
46-31 lead at halftime, paced by
link Marschall who posted 14
points on six of eight shooting;
Marschall did not play the second half after injuring his ankle
See FALCONS | Page 7

By John Turner
Sports Editor
After a season opening romp
of Denison, the Falcon metis
basketball team dropped
their next two games, and it
didn't take long for memories
of last year's nine-win team
to surface.
Since that point, the Falcons
have shown toughness and
talent in winning their next
three contests, capped off
by last night's 81-72 win over
Arkansas State.
"What I've liked is they've
played for each other," said BG
coach Dan Dakieh. "We've got
some guys who are very disappointed in how much they
play, but there's been no sign
of that."
In its last three games,

BG has displayed a balanced game plan by making opponents take tough
shots, grabbing rebounds
and forcing turnovers. Most
importantly, the team has
been able to hit shots when
they've needed them.
"The difference in winning
and losing is making or missing," Dakieh said.
BG has excelled in a number
of statistical categories to this
point. The Falcons are third in
theconferenceinfewest points
allowed, yielding 64 points per
game to opponents. They are
third in the Mid-American
Conference in shooting percentage defense, keeping
opposing teams under 40-percent. The Falcons are also first
See WINNING | Page 7

Avoid a rematch. Stronger
schedule. Conference champion.
Those were the main reasons
cited yesterday by many poll
voters for jumping Florida over
Michigan on their final ballots,
setting up a Gators-Buckeyes
matchup in the BCS national
title game Ian. 8.
"If you beat a team one time,
why do they get the national
championship if they win the
second time?" said Earle Bruce,
theformerOhioStatecoachwho
votes in the Harris Interactive
poll and moved Florida ahead
of Michigan. "I mean, they've
already played one time and
lost."
The Gators (12-1). who
beat Arkansas to win the
Southeastern
Conference
title on Saturday, moved from
fourth to second in the final
BCS standings Sunday. The
Wolverines (11-1), who lost to
the Buckeyes 42-39 on Nov.
18, remained third, while USC
dropped to fifth from second
after losing to UCLA.
"At the end of the day, Florida
won its conference championship. Michigan did not," said
Harris poll voter Ray Melick
of The Birmingham News.
"Because there's not a playoff,
I think a conference champion ought to carry more weight
than a conference runner-up at
the BCS conference level."
Strength of schedule carried
weight with voters, too.
It was such a big deal for Inn
Walden, a former Washington
State head coach, that he picked
Florida No. 1 in the Harris poll,
calling Florida's schedule "murderous."
"In my heart of hearts, 1
believe that neither Ohio State
or Michigan could get through
Florida's schedule with only
one loss."
Tom Luicci, a Harris voter
who bumped Florida up to second, said he made his assessment based on Florida's body of
work — not one game.
"Michigan has quality wins
over Wisconsin, which played
no one, and Notre Dame, which
won the Commander's-in-Chief
trophy (a reference to wins over
the service academies) which I
don't consider a major coup."
As for Florida, Luicci noted its
weak nonconference schedule
"but that doesn't matter when
you play every good team in
"the SFC and have quality road
wins, too."
Florida played 10 bowl teams
and beat nine, including road
wins against Tennessee and
Florida State, neutral site wins
against Georgia and Arkansas
and home victories against LSU
and Alabama. The Gators lone
loss? At Auburn, 27-17.
"Michigan had its shot," said
Harris voter |oe Biddle of The
Tennessean. "If you replayed
that game it would be nothing
more than a Big Ten championship — and I don't think you get
mulligans in college football.
"If there's a viable alternative, I stay away from a rematch
and I think Florida gives them a
viable alternative."
Jerry Palm, an independent
BCS analyst, estimates that 40
of the 113 voters in the Harris
poll and 25 of the 62 in the USA
Today coaches' poll moved the
Gators past the Wolverines. The
See BCS | Page 7

tear for this New
Jersey Nets this
season, scoring
nearly 28 points
per contest.

Anderson ready to go for Browns
ByTomWith«r«
The Associated Press
BF.REA, Ohio —
Derek Anderson
passed his first
NFL
assignment. His next
one could be a lot
tougher.
Anderson,
who
replaced
injured
Browns
quarterback Charlie Frye on
Sunday and rallied

the Browns to an overtime
win against Kansas City, may
have to make his first pro start
on Thursday against the blitzhappy Pittsburgh Steelers.
Frye hurt his right wrist early
in the first quarter against the
Chiefs. Initial X-rays taken at
Browns Stadium were negative,
but Frye, who sat out the second half, underwent an MR1
exam at the Cleveland Clinic
yesterday.
The club was awaiting those
results on their tough secondi

year QB, who left the stadium
wearing a brace following
Sunday's game.
"We want to make sure there
is nothing else there," Browns
coach Romeo Crennel said. "As
soon as we find out something,
we'll let you know what it is."
Crennel also disputed a comment made by tight end Kellen
Winslow, who after the game
said Frye's wrist was fractured.
"It's not true to my knowlSee ANDERSON | Page 7

MARK DUNCAN I THitil.Niws

THE RUSH IS ON: Cleveland Brawns quarterback Derek Anderson (!). (Ires a Ha yard
touchdown pass toSteve Heiden.
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teams were tied in the computer
ratings, the third component of
the BCS standings.
The Associaled Press media
poll is not used in the BCS
rankings, but 25 of the 65 voters moved Florida ahead ol
Michigan.
Illinois coach Ron Zook,
who used to coach Florida,
was among the voters in the
coaches' poll who elevated the
Gators. He was also the only
Big Ten coach to vote Florida
ahead of Michigan.
"Believe me, it's no slight to
Michigan at all," Zook said. "I
thought you were supposed to
vote the way you feel. One vote
wasn't going to make the difference, A bunch of people turned
and flipped and voted Florida
ahead of Michigan. For me, it
was the fact that they played a
13th game."

That game, for the conference
title, was one that Michigan
diun't have to play. And because
it was played two weeks after
Michigan's season-ending loss,

it meant a big Gators win was
more fresh in voters' minds.
AP poll voter Michael Vega
of The Boston Globe said he
, wasn't against a rematch but
found it hard to justify one
this time.
"I had to reconcile a fundamental problem with giving
Michigan a chance to win the
national championship when it
didn't even win a conference
championship," he said.
AP voter Ion Wilner of the
San lose Mercury News said
a rematch was appealing, but
Florida deserves a title shot
based on strength of schedule.
"Beating Arkansas, a 10win team on a neutral field in
December gave Florida that
extra push,' said Wilner.
And then there were those
who stuck with Michigan.
"I kept Michigan second
even after they lost to Ohio
Slate, and fell nothing has
changed for me since I hat
loss for Florida to jump over
them." said coaches' poll voter
Brian Kelly, the former Central
Michigan coach who accepted
Cincinnati's job Sunday.
David Glazier, Detroit Lions

senior vice president who votes
in the Harris poll, said he had
problems with the "politick
ing that people in I he media
did, Irving to sieer people awaj
from a rematch.
He also had the novel idea of
veiling for the better team.
"Did I want toseea rematch?
No," he said. "But my job was
to vote for the top 25 teams,
not who should play who.
and after watching as much
college football as anybody,
I believed Michigan was the

Cleveland's offensive line, miss
ing two key starters because of
injuries, has not done an adequate job of protecting Frye,
who was having one of his best
games, ll-for-13 for 122 yards
and one II), against the ( niefs
before getting hurt.
Cleveland's front will have to
do more to preserve Anderson,
who will be subjected to
Pittsburgh's relentless rush and
multiple blitzing schemes, rhe
Steelers bring pressure from
every angle no matter who is
under centei and Anderson has
In be ready for il.
He'll see the Pittsburgh-style
defense and they are a blitz-zone
team," Crennel said. "They are
not going to change that because
ol who the quarterback is. They
might do more of il considering
who the quarterback is."
All hough he had never thrown
a regular-season pass until
Sunday, the cannon-armed
Anderson showed remarkable
poise and precision while ratlying the Browns 1-1-8]. He fin
ished l2-of-2l for 171 yards with
two I Ds, both to light end Steve
lleiden, and one interception.

But Anderson made his biggest
play with his size 17 feet, the
same shoe Size he's had since lie
was a 10-year-old growing like
a weed.
In OT, lie scrambled from
trouble and rumbled down the
right sideline for 33 yards to set
up Phil Dawson'sgame-winning
field goal. On the run, Anderson
showed composure and confidence, something be has displayed in exhibition games and
running the scout team in prai
lice but had ne\ er had I he opportUnitytOShOVi on Sundays.
"I Ills Derek Anderson guy."
Crennel said, slighily shaking
his head and smiling. I don't
know where he came from.''
I he Browns signed the former Oregon state OB oil waivers before die 2(105 season, one
day alter lie was released by the
Baltimore Ravens, Because they
had committed to developing
Frye this season. Anderson had
been limited to one snap on ()cl.
22 against Denver.
Ami have a guy that you
feel reasonably sure can do
Something in the game.'
Crennel said.

ANDERSON
From Page 6
edge," Crennel said. "It's a little
too early to make that determination. I have to see if he [Fryel
can lake the snap and bow he
throws during the week. Alter I
see that, then 1 can make a deter

initiation."
Crennel isn't ready to dismiss the possibility ol 11 ye
soiling up.
"I'm not ruling anything out,"
he said. "Charlie's a tough guy.
If he can take a snap and throw
the ball, he'll want to go. It will
depend on how much pain he
can endure and how effectively
he can throw the ball. I think
that's what il will come down
to."
Even if Frye's wrist isn't broken, It's unlikely the Browns
would risk putting him back on
the field so quickly against the
Steelers (5-7), who overcame
a 10-point deficit in the fourth
quarter to heal the Browns 24-20
on Nov. 19.
Frye Mas taken B pounding in
his first full season as a starter.

at

Management Inc.

second-best team
rhe lasi rematch In the
national lillcgaincs was in 1990.
when Florida beat Florida Slate
for the national title alter losing
to the Seminoles in the final
game of the regular season.
South
Carolina's
Steve
Spurrier, who coached the
Gators to the '96 national championship, moved Florida past
Michigan in the coaches' poll.
His reasoning?
"I leek, I'm a Gator," he said, "I
went there. So I had a lot ol reason to vole for them right there.
It just appeared they're 12-1, the
oilier team is 111. I guess thus
about It."
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From
"We always talk alxiui how
you never want to lose to a
team twice," Daklch said. "I
told die learn at halftime that
this game is just beginning.
The Falcons heeded their
coachs words and continued
their hoi shooting in the second half. The Falcons shot 50
percent bom the field (12 lor
241 in the second hall as well
as connecting on seven out 11
3 point shot attempts.
BG twke built leads of 20
I
is but the Indians made a
late run to cut the deficil down
lo nine.
Satnarco was not the onrj
team member who shined in
die victory Five Falcons scored
in double figures — Uvnc
llatnblet poured in IL' points,
Ryan Sims added 11 points
off Ihe bench and Dusan
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a team twice and when Martin
gels thai lone in his voice, the
team listens."
The Falcon victory moved
coach i>au Dakich into fourth
place on the all time lit ,st I win
list at 147.
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4
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Radivojevichad 10 points.
"We had open shots
against them last game and
we weren't knocking them
down," Sims said. "Today we
really hit our shols and thai
made the difference."
I lamblel
added
eight
rebounds, seven assists and
two blocks to go along with his
12 points. Itadivojevic added
six assists, live rebounds and
two steals.
"Itriedtotakegoodshots
Radivojevic said. "When I
play poorly, it is because of
bad shot selection."
With ihe victory, Ihe team
has now notched three construm r victories alter losing
two in a row al Arkansas Stale
and at home against I urnian.
"Thai's what you want to see
— how your team rebounds
from a loss."' Dakich said "I
walked Into the locker room
and heard Martin talking lo
ihe team about not losing to

1

i 8
3

9
7

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

9 L 6
E 8 I
I fr S
til
I I L
8 S E

t>
L

I Z
S 9

E 6 8
I L E
S 8 6
9 » I
5 9 v 6 11
I E I 8 9 v
6 Z 8 I E S

E S 8
6 V I
9 Z L
8 I S
V E 9
116
I 8 E
S 6 I
I 9 v

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Play SUfler Sudjhu antf win prizes

aI:

PWZESUDDKII.COM

WINNING
From Page 6
in defensive rebounds, aver
aging nearly 25 per game.
On offense, the team has
received produi tion from a
number ol players, most nota-

bly senior Martin Samarco.
Sainarco is ihe MAC'S leading scorer, averaging over 23
points per game,
Making an impact in his
first year is Ryne llamhlet.
who's second in the MAC in
assists, dishing out over 5 per

game.

TBHMyim^TTniiU^'ll.'M j?

1045 IN. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
Renting for 2007-2008
www.meccabg.com

ixtWLUvt iu/\rN/\ur,ivitjNi
SFRVITF^ INC

332 SOUTH MAIN ST. ,0^0^.
(419)352-5620

il^lV-e
~4*-*.f* ■««■ i^frr-**
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2007-2008

JEIVVILEJ)

WWW.newlOVerentalS.com

IN AND

picK up

OUR

HOUSING BROCHURE

.over 400 apts., houses Acondos
«pets allowed in some locations

»no parental guarantees needed
• no application fee charged
•on-line applications

PUT US ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST!

m>&><mx^m>*>*mK3»m4c

WAY BACK WEDNESDAY
PRESENTED BY

(focW

The first 500 fans will receiye FREE Falcon Spirit Beads, redeemable
■for a s|i£cuil BUY 1 GET 1 tFREE offer at Qdoba in BG all week long!

•**»«

BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
STUDENT SECTION
WHITE OUT!!!
Wear your favorite WHITE

VS. INDIANA

-Tell a frie^((
Steve & Barry's has 47,000 square
feet of licensed college sportswear
(ISO schools), plus jeans, T-shirts,
cargos, sweatshirts, jackets, polos and
much more for men, women and kids.

for $9.98 <k

T0M0RR0
ANDERSON ARENA
U TICKET

R6SUFAIC0NS.COM

or less!

ems
1234 N. Main St, (St Rt 25)
Bowling Green
(419) 354-4447
www.woodlandtc.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

8 Tuesday. December 5.2006

Wanted

(■ ;//>>/<■ mired

The Daily Crossword Fix

Holiday
NEWS

^Catering

Help Wanted

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG New* will Ml knowlMh M Otpl

'BARTENDING! up to $300day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Cail 800-965-6520 ext 174

."l.i'itisriTiriil" lli.it <tiM-fiiiniMli', M

:

1419-353 2277

■

Subleaser warned lor Spr. & or Smr.
semesters. 5 bdrm house, across
Irom campus $290 mo. Call 419303-8793

encourage dkcrbnUiatioo igitn in)
Individual oi poup on (H.> be
■on color, encd. mligkon, nainnal origin,
wxual unrnt.iiitiii dtstbitlty iiaiui as

Earn SB00-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

i tu BGNtMiMHVt* dw right todecHm
dlKonunue oi revtto in) tdwtfcemem
DM found i" hi' ili'l.iiii.ilnry
lacUng in i4itti.ii hull mblMdlDi «
MM HI nanuc *n '

Part-time chikjeare needed in our
Perrysburg home, tor inlanl and toddler. Tues.'Fri. 7:30-5:30. experience & references required. Call
419-810-0019.

.i wii-ciii i»i mi Itw DMll »l Ml) OthM
i.x.iu protected MMM

■

ztm
hW_

ihe IcjCO

Ml doe, is
3 grl Her

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE from $339'
Includes Meals. Taxes. Exclusive
Parties w/MTV Celebrities. Cancun.
Acapulco, Nassau. Jamaica From
$599! Panama City & Daytona Irom
$169' Organize a group and travel
FREE! Call SprmgBreakTravel.com
at 1-800-293-1443 or visit
ryww.spnnq&reahtraYel.com
use promo code:na55

rmtie is
Ctd^ei.

Personals

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
TWO-FOR-ONE
STUFFED STICKS
DINEIN'PICKUP
352-9638

Wanted
2 br duplex. Private Parking &
Patio. Clean. Ouiet. Close.
$540 mo * util. 419-352-1104.
4 BR. HOUSES
ON WOOSTER ST.
419-352-1104
A tree months rent. Subleaser wanted lor Spring Semester. 2 bedroom
house. $220,mo tutll. 419-409-1763
Subleaser wanted lor Spring S'or
Summer semester. 3 bdrm house.
$275 mo. & ulil. Call 330-806-1886
Lg. 2 br. Furn Townhouse.
Spiral Stairs. Vaulted Ceilings,
Garage. DWash, AC 419-352-1104

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on Ihe human service
needs ol Ihe disadvanlaged is seeking qualified individuals for Ihe following positions at our Bowling
Green Center:
Claiaroom Aide - CA/BQ/CT
Responsible lor assisting Ihe teacher in Ihe operalion of an a.m. and'or
p.m. session compliance wilh national standards for our Bowling
Green Center. Required HS diploma
or GED with prior experience working wilh children, infants and toddlers. Year Round. Part Time. avg.
20-27 5 hrs wk $7 50 hr.
Bug Monitor ■ BM/BG/SK
Responsible for assisting in providing safe transportation of children
and families lo designated locations.
Required high school diploma or
general education degree (GED): up
lo one year experience and'or training working wilh children and adults:
or equivalent combination of education and experience Seasonal, parttime, avg. 20 hrs'wk. $7.00 hr
Send resume by December 15,
2006 to WSOS CAC. Aim HR - (Indicate position), PO Box 590. Fremont. Ohio 43420 Atfirmalive Action Employer-MF Vef Disab.
Construction Sales Fortune 200
company seeking sales prolessional
Competitive compensation. Background in construction a plus. Paid
vacation, holidays 401K benetits &
more. Dec grads welcome Apply
by sending resume to Gale Industries. 25581 Fort Meigs Rd . Suite A
Pefrysburg OH 43551

For Sale
1990 Camry DX. 4 cyl., 5 speed.
many new parts Runs Great1 S900

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!

419-352-3036

B

■■

"Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 mo.
1 & 2 bdrm. Apts'House between
campus & DnTown low as $399 mo.
cartyrentals.com or 419-3530325.

• Pets welcome!

Management Inc.
Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabq.com
Have a few places
open NOW

-FREE HEAT-

■';r
n- t
w»Biinstw>»(

J

N

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
HillsdaleApts.
1082 Fairvicw Av«.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm TWnh
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask about internet discount

419-353-7715 !■*

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

130 I WMinglm si Bowling Grew
Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 Findlay Pk Portage, OH
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. ♦ Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

•CCA
Evergreen Apts.
215E.Po«Rd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus*

HtlnzsiteApts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.maeccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

419-354-6036
The HighlandsGraduate Housing.
One bedroom. Laundry
facilities in building.
A/C, Ouiet!
Jay-Mar Apts.
Quiet housing. Remodeled,
laundry facilities in building,
A/C, Gas heat. Call
354-6036 for a showing.
The HomesteadGraduate Housing.
One and two bedroom, A/C,
on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction,
dishwashers, skylights,
vaulted ceilings. 354-6036
Additional Sites
to Choose from:
Liberty Street, Summit Hill
We'll take care of you. Best price,
well maintained, privacy and
deodbolt security, large apartments.
24-hr. maintenance.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

« ww.bKhighlandmgmt.com
hignlund'a wcni-t.org
y

"leasing NOW 07-08 S.Y. Houses,
Apts. Ett. Rms. Some. 1 sem leases
cartyrentalscom or 419-353-0325.
07 - 08 School Year
1,2 « 3 bedroom apts available.
For more into call 419-354-9740.
I subleaser needed lor Spring
2007 Heinz Site, $262 per mo. Call
740-361 1670 lor more information.

IEL

ACROSS
1
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Smoke curl
Top point
Yielder
Head light bulb?
Gravy server
Protein acid
Walk out on
Day play
Letter Irom St. Paul
Beside
Stumble
Vigorous enjoyment
Little angel
Silvery-gray
Roller coaster thrills
Seating section
Run out on
Lots and lots
Thai plural
Set aflame
Born tirst
Jots
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Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu
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</) Monday-Thursday
fV 9:00am-7:30pm

V E R S

bookstore

Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu rounTmveTsTfy^ourSfore
XT

0

i

Friday
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday
Noon 5:30pm

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Available August 15. 2007

Highland Managemenl
1 & 2 bedroom
Lease lor 07' - 08' School Year
Office Hours 9 2pm M-F
Senior, Graduate Housing
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Lrg. 1 bdrm apt. 234 1/2 S. College
1 1/2 block Irom campus $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243

ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E Reed. 3 bdrm hse $1000 mo
606 5th SI 3 bdrm hse $800 mo.
819 N Summit. 2 bdrm hse $400 mo
443 N Enterprise. 3 bd apt. $550 mo
112 Ridge 1 S 2 bdrm apt. $350 mo
CALL 419-686-4651
2 bdrm apt. on 4th Street
$490 a monlh . ulil. Avail. Jan. 07.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
2 bdrm. furnished apt. w gas tireplace. Located next lo waler lower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239
3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close lo campus & downtown
419-308-2456
3 bdrm. house. AC. 1'2 yr. lease
avail.. Jan. thru May. 418 N. Pros
pect. $850 -. ulil. 330-225-6461.

For Rent

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
•Spacious kitchen

• 5z±
W_
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419-893-2290

UAJkikiiiiikAi!

Olympian Rudolph
Just perfect
Pac. pact
Laying asphalt
tnsh Rose's lover
Traffic diverter
Tumbling cushion
Obsolete anesthetic
Old-lime Islamic leader
Australian birds
Malicious gossip
SASE, e.g.
Ludwig Mies van der 39 Color changer
40 Ballpark tig.
41 Real-life model for
18 Totally swamp
"Citizen Kane"
19 Larger-than-ltle story
46 Baby party
23 Challenging phrase
47 Braxton or Tennilte
25 Jack of "Barney
49 Began a trip
Miller"
51 Long-time Cincinnati
26 Wrongful act
catcher
28 Whitney or Wallacn
53 Alamo figure
29 Wallpaper unit
54 At the ready
30 Citrus hybrid
55 CSA general
31 Second to none
56 $ dispensers
32 Wistful phrase
57 Vandyke location
33 Stamp ol authority
58 Perry's penner
34 Bridge holding
59 Language subtlety
36 Buzz oft!
60 Finish third
Shelves in fireplaces
61 Whoop
Close the city gate again
63 As well
Paint solvent
Heart contraction
Give up on
Pooh's creator
Neato!
ANSWERS
Pull the tngger
Look of contempt
j
M 0 HIU J J '1
Long, mournful cry
1 i
1 H
1
0 0 old N I 1 r\
Gala gathering

_H"
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■
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Yoko Japanese Restaurani
Now hiring servers -hosts/hostesses
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee.
Located in Suffolk Square.

■

bookstore!

brought to you by

3 bdrm., 1 balh. laundry room.
All appliances. New carpel.
422 N Prospect 419-392-4969.
3-4 Bedroom House. $900 monlh
Avail May 2007. 640 S. Summit St
Call 419-308-9905
t bdrm. apt., prime localion downtown BG. Ouiet. secure, available
belore Christmas. 419-352-1584.
ask tor Kirk.
1 bdrm. house on 7th Si. Flex.
lease No util Avail Jan 1st $420
month.
419-287-4337.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL1
1/2 Oil First Month's Rent"
Ivywood Apartments
419-352 7691 EHO
'some restrictions apply
House avail, immed. 3 bdrm., 2 bathceniral air. washer-dryer hook-up,
fenced In yard Cal 419-494 9509

Male has 2 lurn. rooms lor rent, ml
freedom of house $225 ea. $100
dep 419-354-6117.
Need Subleaser lor Jan. 1st or before. 1 block from campus. $287
per month. Call: 513-256-4247.
Roommale needed ASAP. 1 bdrm.
$400. incl all ulils. Clean, Close lo
Campus. WJDS dwr.419-565-2545.

House lor rent 07-08. 4 bdrm. 1 1/2
balh. big deck, a mile Irom campus.
More lor into, call: 419-305-5987.

Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.

Houses'Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2M - F
www.bgapartmenlti.corn
Ouiet tenants preferred

Semester Leases Available
Call lor details
BG Village. 419-352-6335

Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking tor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit. brand new appliances.
W/D. AC. cenlral heal, breaklasl
bar. hi-spd cable & internal incld in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.literenlals.com

Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots ol style tor a price thai is
simply perfect1 Special pricing avail.
hurry in. Ihis is a limited time offer
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Subleaser Needed ASAP.
University Courts. January, paid.
Call Devon: 419-494-4916.
Two-3 bdm. houses Close lo BGSU
Off-street parking. W/D, AC One-3
bdrm. apt. w, W/D, off-street parking
Close to BGSU. One-2 bdrm. apl
oft street pkg. Close lo BGSU. All
avail. Aug. 15. 2007. 419-352-4773.
419-265-1061 (cell).

NOW AVAILABLE
I07 SEWy^SEMESTER LEASI

